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ABSTRACT 
 This paper presents an experimental study of the heat 
transfer characteristics of mechanically driven oscillating flows 
inside small diameter channels and at various frequencies and 
stroke lengths. Two important parameters were studied: the 
effective thermal conductivity between the heat source and sink, 
and the heat transfer coefficients in the heating and cooling 
regions. The test data were compared to theoretical correlations 
in the literature to assess their validity in the operating range of 
interest.  Kurzweg’s correlation agreed reasonably well with 
the test data at low frequencies (1 Hz) and small amplitudes 
(7.6 cm).  The highest effective thermal conductivity achieved 
during this study was more than 210,000 W/m-K. As a 
reference, pure copper and diamond materials have thermal 
conductivities around 400 W/m-K and 1,200 W/m-K, 
respectively.  At low oscillating frequencies, the measured heat 
transfer coefficients in the heating region agreed reasonably 
well to Shin (1998)’s correlation. The correlation tends to under 
predict the heat transfer coefficient at higher frequencies. The 
experimental study investigated the effects of various 
frequencies and stroke length and demonstrated heat transfer 
coefficients in the heating region in excess of 34,000W/m2-K 

Keywords: oscillating flow heat transfer, effective thermal 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a area (m2) 
h heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K) 
keff effective thermal conductivity (W/m-K) 
A sinusoidal oscillation amplitude (cm) 
Ac pipe cross-sectional area (m2) 

Af pipe inner surface area (m2) 
D tube inner diameter (cm) 
L tube length (cm) 
Nu Nusselt number 
Pr  Prandtl number 
Qin heat input (W) 
Qout heat output (W)  
Re Reynolds number 
R thermal resistance (K/W) 
S oscillation tidal displacement (cm), S=2 x A 
T temperature (oC) 
Tin/out heat sink coolant inlet or outlet temperature (oC) 

Wo Womersley number, 
ν
ω

2

D
Wo =

Greek Symbols
ω     angular frequency of the oscillation, 

ω=2πf, where f is the frequency 
ν   kinematic viscosity (m2/s)  
κ thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

Subscripts and superscripts
C  cooling region 
H  heating region 

INTRODUCTION 
Oscillating flows have the potential 

of being used for heat spreading 
applications for cooling of high power 
electronics and electrical equipment. 
Spreading heat with oscillating flow is 

T 

T+δδδδT 

T-δδδδT 
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similar to spreading the flow with a pulsating heat pipe, [1], 
except the oscillating flow requires fluid movement by 
mechanical means instead of thermal input for the pulsating 
heat pipe. There are two modes of heat transfer with the 
oscillating flow: 1) single phase convective heat transfer from 
the oscillating fluid, and 2) evaporation and condensation heat 
transfer of the liquid and vapor.  The heat spreading process is 
best visualized by looking at a small volume of fluid in a single 
tube as shown in the sketch at right. The fluid has no net motion 
but simply oscillates back and forth. The slug of fluid comes to 
equilibrium at temperature T. If it oscillates up, it will be next to 
a wall which is at T+δT so the slug will absorb heat from the 
wall and raise its temperature (a portion of the fluid undergoes 
phase change). When it moves down, it will be at a higher 
temperature than the adjacent wall and give up heat to the wall. 
While its oscillation amplitude is small, each slug provides a net 
transport of heat from top to bottom. Other slugs above and 
below it will repeat this process, resulting in macroscopic heat 
transport from the load to the sink. This oscillation transfers (or 
spreads) heat with extremely high efficiency, particularly at high 
oscillating frequencies. 

A number of other researchers have investigated oscillating 
flow heat transfer, such as Kurzweg [2-4]. Kurzweg [2] 
evaluated the heat transfer between two reservoirs that were 
held at different temperatures and connected using glass 
capillary tubes.  The fluid inside the tubes was oscillated using 
a vibrator between 2 and 8 Hz.  It was found that the effective 
thermal diffusivity is proportional to the square of the tidal 
displacement also known as stroke length and the square root of 
the oscillating frequency.  The work presented herein describes 
an experimental study to measure and calculate the effective 
thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficients for various 
amplitudes, frequencies and distance between the heat source 
and sink to potential heat spreader applications for cooling 
power electronics. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
An experimental test article was designed and fabricated to 

study the heat transfer characteristics of mechanically driven 
oscillating flows inside small diameter channels.  A schematic 
of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 and 2.  The apparatus 
consists of a copper flow tube, a heater block to provide heat 
input to the test section using an electric cartridge heater, heat 
sink(s) to remove heat from the test section and a mechanically 
driven fluid oscillator.  The total length of the oscillating flow 
tube was 0.81m.  The flow tube inside diameter was 2.4mm, 
with a wall thickness of 0.41mm.  A copper heater block was 
brazed onto the test section.  The contact area between the 
heater block and the flow tube was 0.63cm2.  Two type K 
thermocouples (TH1 and TH2) were inserted into the heater block 
body.  The thermal power delivered to the oscillating flow 
loop can be measured knowing the temperature gradient 
between the two thermocouples and the physical thermal 
conductivity properties of the heater block. 

121 )( kHHin RTTQ ⋅−=  (1) 

Copper heat sinks were attached to the flow tube.  The contact 
area was 5.07cm2. Depending on the test configuration, one or 
two liquid-cooled heat sinks were soldered onto the test section. 
The inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant flows were 
measured to calculate the Qout.  

)( inoutpout TTcmQ −⋅⋅= &       (2) 

A series of tests were performed to evaluate the impact on 
the effective thermal conductivity by varying the number of heat 
sinks within the oscillating loop and their relative location from 
the evaporator block.  These configurations and their 
respective geometries are listed in table 1 and Figure 2. The 
actuator and drive assembly generate fluid oscillations at 
predefined oscillating strokes and frequencies  
     

Figure 1 Schematic of experimental apparatus (length in 
mm) 

Table 1 Heater and heat sink configurations 
Configuration Number Heat Sinks LHC (mm) 

A 1 152 
B 1/2 305 
C 1 610 

The copper flow tube was instrumented with Type T 
thermocouples at 50 mm increments between the evaporator 
and condenser.  The schematic shown in Figure 3 details the 
thermocouple locations along the oscillating flow loop. A 
computerized data acquisition system was used to gather and 
record the temperatures during testing.
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(a) (b)

 (c) (d) 
Figure 2 Oscillating flow test configurations:  (a) 
Configuration A - 152 mm Length between Heater Block 
and Heat Sink.  (b) Configuration B – 2 Heat Sink 305 mm 
between Heater Block and Heat Sink.  (c) Configuration B 
– 1 Heat Sink 305 mm between Heater Block and Heat Sink.  
(d) Configuration C – 610 mm between Heater Block and 
Heat Sink. 

Figure 3 Oscillating flow schematic detailing thermocouple 
locations and test set up.  This configuration is for 
configuration (b) in Figure 1. 

Comparing the thermal power applied to the flow loop, Qin,

with the condenser calorimetry, Qout, confirmed that the heat 
loss from the test apparatus to the ambient was less than 10% of 
the heat input.   

The fluid oscillator consisted of a motor, a flywheel, a slide 
mechanism and two metallic bellows.  A fill tube was attached 
to the end cap of one of the bellows to allow evacuating and 
charging of the system with the working fluid, in this case water 
was used. The fill tube was also used to pressurize the internal 
volume of the system to 3.1Bar.  This was designed to avoid 
premature boiling incipience in the system.  The saturation 
temperature of water at 3.1Bar is 135°C. 

The magnitude of the stroke length was set by adjusting the 
displacement of the bellows.   Table 2 lists the stroke lengths 
used in the experiments and the corresponding sinusoidal 
amplitudes. 

Table 2 Stroke length settings 
Bellows Displacement 

(mm) 
Stroke Length 

 (mm) 
Amplitude 

(mm) 
0.75 76 38 
1.3 152 76 

The frequency was measured and controlled by a photo-eye 
and a frequency counter.  Three frequencies, 1Hz, 2Hz and 
10Hz, were used for each of the established stroke lengths 
(Table 2).   

The frequency and amplitude of the oscillating water and 
the distance between the heat input and output regions were 
varied in the experiments to investigate their effects on the 
following three performance parameters:  effective thermal 
conductivity of the flow loop, and both the heating and cooling 
convective heat transfer coefficients.  The effective thermal 
conductivity is determined as follows:  

TA
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where ΔT =TH-TC is the temperature difference and Δx is the 
distance between the heat source and the heat sink, respectively.  
The convective heat transfer coefficient for the heating region 
was determined as follows: 
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The fluid temperature, Tf0, was the average of the readings of 
the two thermocouples nearest to the heat source, and TH5 was 
the inner wall temperature right below the heat source. The heat 
transfer coefficient for the cooling region as determined as 
follows: 

( )ngwatercooliCCf
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The fluid temperature, TC, was the reading of the thermocouple 
nearest to the heat sink, and Twatercooling was the average of the 
readings of the two thermocouples at the inlet and outlet of the 
coolant flow. 

Figure 4 shows the thermal circuit model at the electric 
heater block from the measured temperatures (TH1, and TH2) to 
the fluid temperature, Tf0. As shown in Fig. 4, using the 
dimensions and thermo-physical properties of the copper heater 
block, the actual conduction heat Qin is calculated from the 
measured heater temperatures of TH1 and TH2. 
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Figure 4 Thermal circuit model at the electric heater block 
from measured temperatures to the fluid temperature. 

The additional temperatures TH3, TH4, and TH5 along the heat 
transfer path toward the tube are also estimated using the 
distances between temperatures assuming one-dimensional 
conduction. The tube inner wall temperature is expressed as the 
following equation. 
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Testing was performed on the oscillating flow loop for each 
configuration.  The amplitude and frequency were established.  
The assembly was insulated to reduce thermal losses to 
ambient.  The heaters within the heater block were energized 
in increments of approximately 10W and maintained until 
steady state was reached.  The water cooling flow rate was 
120ml/min. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Effective Thermal Conductivity
The effective thermal conductivity keff as determined by 

Equation (3) includes the effects of the copper wall and the 
oscillating flow. The various conditions in the experiments 
yielded keff values ranging from 8.6 x 103 W/m-K to 2 x 105 

W/m-K. The highest keff corresponds to an effective thermal 
conductivity that is more than 500 times the thermal 
conductivity of copper.   

It was observed that within certain ranges of frequency and 
amplitude, the effective thermal conductivity is proportional to 
the amplitude and the square root of the frequency, as pointed 
out by Kurzweg [2].  This behavior is recorded in Fig. (5-9). 
These figures detail the heat input, as measured through 
conduction calorimetry, versus the temperature difference 
between the heating and cooling regions at various frequency, 

amplitudes and stroke lengths. Since 
CA

xΔ
 (referring to Eq. 3) 

is a constant in each figure, the slopes of the lines in these 
figures represent the relative values of the effective thermal 
conductivity.  

Figure 5 compares the single branch configuration to the 
double branch configuration (referred to Table 1 as
Configuration B). It can be seen that there is no significant 
difference between the thermal conductivity measurements for 
the two configurations.   

Close examinations of Fig. (5-9) indicate that, above 
certain oscillation amplitudes and frequencies, the enhancement 
of the effective thermal conductivity by the further increases in 
amplitude and frequency is limited. This may be due to the 
“drag” effect from the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of 
the copper wall and the heat transfer ability in the heating and 
cooling regions.  The effective thermal conductivities became 
smaller at 10Hz compared to 2Hz for the largest amplitude 
setting A=15.24cm. It was also observed that increasing the heat 
source-to-sink distance can improve the effective thermal 
conductivity. These results may be due to the two-phase 
phenomenon in the system.  

Figure 5 Heat input vs. ΔT at f=1Hz, LHC=30.48cm.  

Figure 6 Heat input vs. ΔT at f=2Hz, LHC=60.96cm. 
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Figure 7 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=3.81cm, LHC=15.24cm.  

Figure 8 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=3.81cm, LHC=30.48cm.  

Figure 9 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=7.62cm, LHC=60.96cm.  

Effective heat transfer coefficients 
Table 3 summarizes the different frequencies, amplitudes, 

test section diameters, heating section length, cooling section 
length, and heat source-to-sink distance that were investigated.  

Table 3 Summery of all testing configurations 
oscillation frequencies 1Hz, 2Hz, 10Hz, 12Hz 

oscillation  amplitudes 3.81cm, 7.62cm, 15.24cm 
LHC 15.24cm, 30.48cm, 60.96cm 

tube diameter 0.3175cm(OD) x 0.2362cm (ID) 
LH 0.635cm 
LC 5.08cm 

Figures (10-15) show the relationship between the heat 
input and the temperature difference in the heating region (or in 
the cooling region) under different configurations, referring to 
Eq. (6-7). The surface area of the fluid at the heating region AfH

is 4.7 x 10-5 m2, and that at the cooling region AfC is 37.6 x 10-5

m2.  The slopes of these lines 
f

in

A

h

T

Q
=

Δ
reveal the relative 

values of the effective heat transfer coefficient. Note that the 
heat transfer coefficients at the heating region were calculated 
within the oscillating flow, while the heat transfer coefficients at 
the cooling region were between the oscillating flow and the 
cooling water (in between were copper walls). Therefore, the 
values of the cooling region heat transfer coefficients are 
smaller than that within the oscillation flow area but the trends 
against different factors are analogous. The heat source-to-sink 
distance LHC is 15.24cm in Fig. 10, 30.48cm in Fig. (11-12), 
and 60.96cm in Fig. (13-15).   

Consistent trends were observed in most heat transfer 
coefficient measurements.  These trends include: 

• Higher oscillation frequencies yield higher heat transfer 
coefficients 

• Larger amplitudes yield higher heat transfer coefficients. 
• The relationship between the amplitude and length affects 

heat transfer 
• The heat source-to-sink distance LHC has little impact on 

the heat transfer coefficient 

Oscillation Frequency Affects
In Fig. (16-17) Tf0 is the bulk fluid temperature and TH5 is 

the wall-fluid interface temperature in the heating region.  By 
increasing the frequency from 2Hz to 10Hz and keeping all the 
other parameters unchanged, both temperatures, especially the 
wall temperature TH5 decreased significantly. 

The plug-like velocity profiles developed at high 
frequencies improve the convective heat transfer. A high 
frequency results in a larger Womersley number Wo. 
Womersley number is a dimensionless expression of the 
pulsatile flow frequency in relation to viscous effects. When Wo 
is 1 or less (i.e. the frequency is sufficiently low), a parabolic 
velocity profile has time to develop during each cycle. When 
Wo is 10 or more, the frequency is sufficiently large that the 
velocity profile is relatively flat or plug-like, as shown in Fig. 
19(a).  In our experiments, the Womersley number varied from 
5 to 50, which is from the transient to the plug-like velocity 
regime. The Prandtl number of the liquid water in our 
experiments was between 1 and 5 (depending on the 
temperature). This indicates a similarity between the heat 
diffusion and the viscous dissipation. In other words, the 
temperature profile closely tracks the velocity profile. The plug 
flow pattern corresponds to a thinner thermal boundary layer 
which helps heat transfer from the tube inner wall to the bulk 
flow (or vice versa in the cooling region). The plug flow 
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pattern, with a more uniform radial temperature profile, carries 
more internal energy than the parabolic flow pattern during each 
stroke. This helps axial heat transfer. The plug flow velocity 
profile can reach an ultimate limit when the boundary layer is 
extremely thin.  

Amplitudes Effects
Figure 16 and 18 show the tube inner wall and fluid 

temperatures in the heating region at two different amplitudes, 
7.62cm and 15.24cm. Both temperatures decreased as 
amplitude increased, which indicate better heat transfer. The 
wall temperature decreased more significantly.  

At the edge of the heating or cooling sections, a larger 
amplitude helps transport high internal energy mass flow further 
along the axial direction where the mass flow has lower internal 
energy, as is shown in Fig. 19(b).  

Amplitude and the Length Relationship Effects
The ratio between the amplitude and the length of the 

heating or cooling region affects the heat transfer within the 
heating or cooling region.  The principle of the oscillating flow 
heat transfer is exchanging heat between higher energy portions 
of the flow with the adjacent, low energy portions of the flow, 
which is as analogous to the “bucket-brigade” action. The 
cooler the area that the higher energy portion of the flow can 
reach, the more heat can be transferred. In a hypothetical case 
of A/L << 1, the length of the heating region is so large that 
only the flow portion close to the edge of the heating region can 
directly contact the cooler fluid outside of the heating region. 
Consequently, the heat exchange between the cooler fluid 
outside of the heating region and the hotter fluid in the center of 
the heating region is ineffective. On the contrast, if A/L >> 1, 
getting the heat from the hotter fluid in the heating region is no 
longer a problem, since the large amplitude can move all the 
hotter fluid to outside of the heating region to have direct, 
effective heat exchange with the cooler fluid there. This 
explains why in our case, the heat transfer coefficients in the 
heating region were much higher than in the cooling region at 
the following A/L ratios: A/LH = 6, 18, 24, and A/LC=0.75, 1.5, 
3. It also explains why the heat transfer coefficients in the 
cooling region showed the same trends as in the heating region 
at a large amplitude of 6”, and why for smaller amplitudes of 
1.5” and 3”, the changing in frequencies is less effective (the 
heat is not effectively received by the cooling region).  

Heat Source-to-Sink Distance Affects
The distance between the heating and cooling regions only 

affects the heat transfer length, so that for longer distance it will 
take longer time for the flow to reach steady state.  Once the 
steady state is reached, the distance won’t have any impact on 
the local heat transfer in the heating or cooling region.  

Figure 10 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=3.81cm, LHC=15.24cm. 

Figure 11 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=3.81cm, LHC=30.48cm. 

Figure 12 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=7.62cm, LHC=30.48cm. 

Figure 13 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=3.81cm, LHC=60.96cm. 
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Figure 14 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=7.62cm, LHC=60.96cm 

Figure 15 Heat input vs. ΔT at A=15.24cm, LHC=60.96cm 

Figure 16 TH5 and Tf0 under different heat inputs at 
A=7.62cm, f=2Hz, LHC=60.96cm 

Figure 17 TH5 and Tf0 under different heat inputs at 
A=7.62cm, f=10Hz, LHC=60.96cm 

Figure 18 TH5 and Tf0 under different heat inputs at 
A=15.24cm, f=2Hz, LHC=60.96cm 

   
(a)          (b)

Figure 19 (a) Velocity profiles of the oscillation flow under low 
frequency (Wo<1) and high frequency (Wo>10). (b) Velocity 
profiles of the oscillation flow with small amplitude and big 
amplitude 

Comparisons with previous Correlations
This section compares our experimental results with Nishio 

and Shin’s correlations.  
Nishio et al. [5] developed the following correlation to 

calculate the effective thermal conductivity of an oscillating 
flow as follows: 
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Generally, Nishio’s correlation tends to under-predict the 

thermal conductivity at small amplitude, as is shown in Fig. 20. 
At large amplitude, the increase of experimental thermal 
conductivity slowed down or stopped due to various limitations 
such as heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the copper 
wall.  On the other hand, Nishio’s curve keeps increasing 
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without accounting for the effect of wall’s heat capacity and 
thermal conductivity. 

Shin et al.[6] numerically investigated the heat transfer 
effects at heating and cooling regions in oscillation flow tubes 
and modified formula for heat transfer coefficient based on 
Hausen’s equation for the heating region, as follows: 
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and for the cooling region: 
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Both equations are assumed to have extremely thin wall system; 
therefore the heat transfer coefficients are independent of the 
thermal characteristics of the tube wall.  

Compare with the experimental effective heat transfer 
coefficients at the heating region, Shin’s correlation trends to 
under-predict the results, as is shown in Fig. 21. 

Figure 20 Effective thermal conductivity – Nishio’s vs 
experimental data. 

Figure 21 Effective heat transfer coefficient at heating 
region – Shin’s vs experimental data. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The followings conclusions are drawn from the oscillating 

flow tests and analysis performed: 
1. The effective thermal conductivity of the oscillating flow 

pipe is observed to be proportional to the oscillation 
amplitude and the square root of the oscillation frequency 
within certain range. 

2. Above certain frequency and amplitude range, further 
enhancement of the effective thermal conductivity is 
limited, which may be due to the “drag” effect from the 
heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the copper wall 
and the heat transfer ability in the heating and cooling 
regions.    

3. The effective heat transfer coefficient is related with 
oscillation amplitude and frequency, length of the heating 
or cooling regions. 

4. Previous theoretical correlations based on models that 
neglect the thermal characteristics of the wall system tend 
to under predict both the thermal conductivity and heat 
transfer coefficient. 
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